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From on-line publications to digitised collections:
in favor of the emergence of true digital libraries

Note:

I will mainly talk on documentation issues for Mathematics.  I believe that
the main issues are relevant for other fields as well.

The considerations mentioned in this presentation are underlying the
actions of the mathematical community and in particular the national
programmes NUMDAM and CEDRAM led by Cellule MathDoc (UJF − CNRS).
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Mathematics and its scholarly literature

• Mathematical literature does not become obsolete
– Mathematics has flourished along the past 2 500 years
because key literature was passed from generation to
generation.

• ML constitutes both a corpus and a wide network
– Ideas and techniques from decades or centuries ago are
relevant, sometimes crucial, for solving contemporary
problems in mathematics or for applying mathematics to
other sciences and to technology.

• ML is used (mathematics, other sciences,
technology) in an asynchronous fashion.
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Bibliographies of reviewed items (including cross linking) inserted in reviews2000

75 000 items reviewed / 100 000 items analysed per year (MR or ZM)
600 journals reviewed cover-to-cover ; 1 500 journals analysed, books,  ...2000

Mathematics section, Referativnyi Zhurnal (1952 ⇒)1952

Mathematical reviews (1942 ⇒)                                                 Digitised / Digital1942

Zentralblatt-für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete (1931 ⇒)
Became Zentralblatt MATH under the EMS auspices                  Digitised / Digital1931

Répertoire Bibliographique des Sciences Mathématiques (1894–1912)
                                                                                                                        Digitised1894

Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik (1868–1942)
                                                        Digitised and included into Zentralblatt MATH1868

arXiv (1992 for mathematics, with 58 900 + 6 900 papers to date)1991

New York Journal of Mathematics   (the first electronic general math. journal)1994

Liouville's journal - Journal de mathématiques pures et appliquées       Digitised1836

Crelle's journal - Journal für die reine und eingewandte Mathematik     Digitised1826

Annales de Gergonne (1810-1832)                                                              Digitised1810

50% of citations were published in the last 10 years, and
25% of citations were published more than 20 years ago.
Publication delays, about 1-2 years.2000

About 1000 research mathematics papers published per year1850

About 200 scientific journals containing mathematics (~15 in 1700)1800
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Questions being raised in the
mathematical community

• Institutional repositories vs formal journals.

• Who pays for electronic-only free access journals?

• Does the author-pay model help improve the quality?

• Does the author-pay model help lower global costs?

• Will independent publishers survive?

• Long term reliability of digital libraries: who will maintain
the digital files after their commercial life?
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What do mathematicians need?
(mathematicians and users of mathematics)

• Mathematicians need reliable sources.

• Mathematicians need to have access to the
scholarly literature on the long-term.

• Mathematicians need organisation and linking.
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What do mathematicians need?
(mathematicians and users of mathematics)

• The International Mathematical Union – IMU
has endorsed the recommendations issued by its
Committee on Electronic Information and
Communication

Best Current Practices
www.ceic.math.ca/Publications/Recommendations/BPs.pdf

to be referred to as IMU-BCP.
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Mathematicians need reliable sources

• Because mathematics so much depends on its past
literature, journals have played a major role since
their emergence in the 18th century by providing
validation and storage of key mathematical pieces.
– Diversity of independent, and often long-standing,
reputable peer-reviewed journals ⇒ robustness, high
scientific quality, improved service, ...
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Mathematicians need reliable sources

• The digital age has brought new opportunities –
from archival e-print servers to purely electronic
journals – to disseminate and access literature.

• At the same time, publication and validation are
becoming increasingly detached.

• Our main concern, for the long-term welfare of
mathematics, is to preserve the diversity of well
identified reliable sources.
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Mathematicians need reliable sources

IMU-BCP Recommendation 9

Validation.
Publication and peer review processes are increasin gly detached. The
emergence of overlay journals, archival preprint se rvers, and other
new structures of publication raise new and pressin g questions about
the appropriate forms of validation. These are impo rtant issues for all
scholarship, but even more important for mathematic s since it is
essential to know which parts of the mathematical l iterature are valid.

Both mathematicians and decision makers need to be alert to the
distinction between posting and providing validatio n. Editorial boards
should be explicit about the form and the level of validation they
provide for papers and make this information plain to all users.
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Mathematicians need to have access to the
scholarly literature on the long-term

• Because mathematics so heavily depends on its past
literature, preservation and archiving are of prime
importance.

• Libraries have up to now played a central role by
providing preservation and archiving of print material.
Our main concern today is of a political nature.

• Who will in the future be responsible for preserving and
archiving the digital mathematical heritage?
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• Libraries have not only cared for preservation and
archiving. They have provided long-term access for their
patrons and, more generally, for the general public.

• Will the mathematical production remain part of our
common, freely accessible, heritage or will it be gradually
confiscated by private interests?

Mathematicians need to have access to the
scholarly literature on the long-term
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• Long-term economic barriers (free access after more
than 50 years ; in mathematics a 5-year barrier
could be a compromise between commercial and
scientific interests).

• Technical barriers (obsolete formats, DRM).

• Financial barriers (viability of / for economic agents).

Long-term access: risks
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Long-term access

IMU-BCP Recommendation 11

Partial access.
Many journals restrict access to (paying) subscribe rs. As the web of
mathematical literature grows, however, it will be increasingly
important for all mathematicians to navigate that w eb, whether or not
they have access to complete articles. This allows mathematicians to
obtain basic information about an article, even whe n they do not
belong to institutions with the financial resources  to subscribe to a
given journal. As such, it is especially advantageo us to
mathematicians from the developing world.

Journals should provide unrestricted access to tabl es of contents,
abstracts of papers, and other data, such as keywor ds. Where
practical, journals should also provide unrestricte d access to
reference lists with links, allowing all mathematic ians to navigate the
web of literature, even when they don’t have access  to the full-text of
some parts of that web.
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Long-term access

IMU-BCP Recommendation 12

Eventual free access.
The scholarly enterprise rests on the free exchange  of ideas, and
scholars need to have easy access to those ideas. M any journals,
however, rely on subscriptions to recover costs and  to provide an
incentive to publish, forcing them to limit access to subscribers.
Access should be a balance between those two needs,  of scholars
and of publishers.

Limiting access to subscribers for a fixed period o f time after
publication may be necessary for many journals. In order to ensure
appropriate accessibility for the electronic litera ture, we encourage all
journals to grant free access after that fixed peri od of time.
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Long-term access

IMU-BCP Recommendation 13

Archiving format.
Ensuring the success of long-term archiving is more  than storing the
electronic data on reliable media in multiple locat ions. As software
and formats change in the future, the data will req uire modification
and updating. Not all electronic formats are suitab le for these
purposes.

In general, electronic documents should be stored i n their most
primitive format, that is, the format used to deriv e subsequent formats.
Any format in which material is stored should follo w an “open
standard” that has a detailed public specification.  This will increase
the likelihood that scholars working decades or cen turies from now
will be able to use the material.
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Long-term access

IMU-BCP Recommendation 14

Archiving Responsibility.
Traditionally, maintaining the older literature has  been the
responsibility of librarians rather than publishers . Even in the
electronic age, scholars and the librarians who rep resent them have
the greatest motivation among all of the affected p arties to ensure the
preservation of older material.

We recommend that electronic archives of the mathem atical literature
should ultimately be under the control of the acade mic community.
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Mathematicians need organisation and linking

The need for tools to organise and approach a growing
scholarly literature was soon recognised by mathematicians
(and others).

This led to the emergence of specialised databases together
with indexation, classification schemes, reviews and, with the
digital era, cross-linking.
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Mathematicians need organisation and linking

• Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik
(1868–1942), established by Carl Ohrtmann and Felix
Müller.

• Répertoire Bibliographique des Sciences Mathématiques
(1894–1912), established by the Société mathématique
de France and chaired by Henri Poincaré.

• Zentralblatt-für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete (1931
⇒), established by Otto Neugebauer .

• Mathematical reviews (1942 ⇒), founded by the
American Mathematical Society under the incentive of
Otto Neugebauer.

• Mathematics section, Referativnyi Zhurnal (1952 ⇒).
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Z-MATH

JFM

ZBL

MR

Portals
Commercial publishers

Portals
Academic journals
EUCLID, CEDRAM

Digitised collections

Gallica, GDZ, JSTOR ,

NUMDAM, ...
 

DB items, bibliographies1868 ���� 1942 ����
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Full text in NUMDAM
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We have a dream ...

    From traditional (print material) libraries to a
reference digital library ...

• a collection of distributed physical archives
insuring

• a long-lasting public service offering
• Preservation and archiving.

• Long-term access.

• Organisation and linking.
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   a dream ... already with some partial
realisation in France

• NUMDAM – Mini-DML & CEDRAM
Cellule MathDoc CNRS – Université Joseph Fourier

• See the coming presentation by T. Bouche
Towards a reference digital mathematics
library
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Thank you for your attention

Prof. Pierre Bérard
Université Joseph Fourier − Grenoble
Institut Fourier − Mathématiques, UJF − CNRS
B.P. 74, 38402 Saint Martin d’Hères

Pierre.Berard@ujf-grenoble.fr


